Saving hand labor has proved to be the greatest boon possible to the vegetation care and control industry. Not only is hand labor not readily available, man-hour costs make the price prohibitive.

Equipment such as the units being demonstrated by Omark Prentice Hydraulics, Inc., Prentice, Wis., build business. These loaders are among the 41 different types available from Omark Prentice alone.

Today, operators determine their specific work loads and then depend on suppliers to practically custom fit their equipment needs. Next month WEEDS TREES AND TURF magazine will feature a business forecast of the industry along with the annual suppliers guide and equipment directory.

Soil and Plant Analysis Explained in Brochures

Harris Laboratories, Inc., has recently announced the availability of two new brochures that explain in laymen's terms the complex process involved in completing a typical soil or plant analysis.

Entitled "The Story of Soil Analysis" and "The Story of Plant Analysis," these 4-page brochures also explain how soil and plant sampling supplies (information sheets, sampling instructions, sample bags and shipping containers) may be obtained without cost.

For your free brochures, write Harris Laboratories, Inc., Box 427, Lincoln, Neb. 68501.